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ABSTRACT

Text-to-Image (T2I) models have received widespread attention due to their remarkable generation
capabilities. However, concerns have been raised about the ethical implications of the models in
generating Not Safe for Work (NSFW) images because NSFW images may cause discomfort to
people or be used for illegal purposes. To mitigate the generation of such images, T2I models deploy
various types of safety checkers. However, they still cannot completely prevent the generation of
NSFW images. In this paper, we propose the Jailbreak Prompt Attack (JPA) - an automatic attack
framework. We aim to maintain prompts that bypass safety checkers while preserving the semantics
of the original images. Specifically, we aim to find prompts that can bypass safety checkers because
of the robustness of the text space. Our evaluation demonstrates that JPA successfully bypasses both
online services with closed-box safety checkers and offline defenses safety checkers to generate
NSFW images.
Disclaimer: This paper contains unsafe imagery that might be offensive to some readers.

1 Introduction

In the field of image generation, Text-to-Image (T2I) models are gaining rapid development due to the emergence of
diffusion models [15, 31, 11, 10]. With the surprising advancement in image generative technology, both open-source
models like Stable diffusion [2], SDXL [26], and online services like DALL·E 2 [28], Midjourney [4], Stability.ai [26]
quickly raise significant attention. This directly lowers the barriers for users to enter various fields such as artistic
creation and scene design [1, 32, 24].

However, along with tremendous potential, serious security issues exist [33, 34, 27], which mainly represented in the
potential misuse of generated Not-Safe-for-Work (NSFW) content. These NSFW images may contain nudity, violence,
blood, and other content that can cause discomfort or unease. Therefore, current T2I models deploy strict safety
checkers to prevent the generation of NSFW images [31, 34, 12, 40], as illustrated in fig. 1 (a), the safety checkers are
employed in online services, and the defense-employed UNet of offline T2I models can remove a target unsafe concept
to prevent the generation of NSFW images. Under these safety checkers, even with carefully curated prompts containing
NSFW content like the Inappropriate Image prompts (I2P) [34] dataset is still false to generate unsafe images.

Nevertheless, the robustness of text space and its impact on these safety checkers remain under-explored issues. To
bypass these safety checkers, the current attack methods can be classified into black box and white box based on how
adversarial prompts are obtained. White-box methods like [6, 41] require access to the specific outputs of the internal
UNet module of the T2I models to derive adversarial prompts. These methods can achieve good attack effectiveness,
but they are no longer applicable to online services since the online services are closed-box T2I models. To obtain the
adversarial prompts without relying on the specific outputs of the T2I models, black-box methods [42, 37, 39] all utilize
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additional text encoders for searching adversarial prompts in the text space. In black-box scenarios, these works fully
explore perturbations in the text space, revealing the potential risks of T2I models in generating NSFW content. QF-
attack [42] focuses on guiding T2I models to produce images that are not aligned with the textual semantics in normal
content. Ring-A-Bell [37] focuses on how to guide T2I models to generate images with more dangerous implications
and we also get inspiration from them. Sneaky [39] focuses on finding a more universal attack method. However, they
have all achieved decent attack results, which also fully exposes the potential risks that small perturbations in the text
space pose to T2I models.

In this paper, we propose an automated attack framework, called Jailbreaking Prompt Attack (JPA), to jailbreak the
safety checkers in T2I models both online or offline. Our key insight is to search unique extra tokens for a given NSFW
prompt to jailbreak the safety checkers while still preserving the semantics of the prompt and the follow-up generated
NSFW images. We also use the text encoder to design our learning objective. Firstly, we discover that NSFW prompts
in the embedding space can achieve semantic rendering by simply adding or subtracting specific concept embeddings.
Moreover, the rendered embeddings can make the offline defense-employed UNet generate NSFW images which aligns
with our intention to induce the model to output NSFW images. Then, to project the rendered embeddings into the
token space as well as ensure the projected prompts are semantically closest to rendered embedding, we first use a
simple concatenation method to combine extra learnable tokens and NSFW prompts and use cosine similarity metric to
keep the concatenated prompts semantically similar to the rendered embedding. At the same time search within the
vocabulary range of the token space to find the extra learnable tokens.

Consequently, the rendered process and similarity learning objective highly keep the visual semantics of generated
images with NSFW prompts. Additionally, to ensure that our adversarial examples are not detected by the safety
checker in the text space, we also employed a sensitive word masking method. Specifically, we apply a masking method
during optimization to filter sensitive words from being selected. Our jailbreak prompts not only bypass various types
of safety checkers both online and offline to generate NSFW images but also preserve the semantic information of the
images.

Furthermore, what we want to emphasize is that the target of our method’s attacks is to make the generated images
more in line with the original semantics. This is an exploration of a part of the attack capabilities for T2I models. By
providing more bad cases for the T2I community, the aim is to expose these security vulnerabilities to the community
defending against T2I attacks, promoting a healthier and safer development environment.

2 Related Work
Due to constraints on manuscript length, we present the detailed aspects of the related work section in the appendix.

T2I models with safety checkers. To prevent T2I models from generating NSFW images, safety checkers are widely
used in T2I models. Some of them [29] detect whether the current input state is sensitive or non-sensitive. If it is
sensitive, they return no input, and the other [34, 31, 18, 40], control the specific generation steps to remove particular
concepts within the UNet module to do defense.

Adversarial attack on T2I models. The purpose of adversarial attacks on T2I models is to use small perturbations
to make the model output content that it should not output. Existing works [27, 13, 17, 19] study the vulnerability of
T2I models to adversarial perturbations. As for the effort to induce T2I models to output NSFW content with small
perturbations, some works [6, 41] have proven to be effective in attacking offline models. Other works [42, 37, 39]
choose to use an additional CLIP model, i.e., CLIP ViT-L/14 [9] to perform black-box attacks. These methods expose
various issues in the text domain under different attack targets, while also illustrating the vulnerability of the text space
within T2I models.

Prompt perturbations in vision-language models. Due to the complexity of the text space, some studies utilize
prompt perturbation methods to learn unique prompts that can generate specific images [38]. Other works use prompt
perturbation to explore specific issues in T2I models [8, 22], such as the hidden vocabulary of DALL·E 2. Additionally.
However, while they use prompt perturbation methods, they do not explore the domain of generating NSFW content
from a safety perspective.

3 Preliminary
In this section, we present specific types of safety checkers in the T2I models, they protect the security of T2I models in
different aspects and define the adversarial prompts against them.

3.1 Safety checkers
A safety checker prevents T2I models from generating NSFW content, such as those related to adults, violence, or
politics. Due to their different functions, we classify them into two types of safety checkers: classification-based and
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Figure 1: (a)-(d) represent four types of possible safety checkers that are deployed by T2I models, i.e., (a) defense-
employed UNet, (b) text-based, (c) image-based, and (d) text-image-based. (e) The process of NSFW images generated
from JPA bypasses these safety checkers.

removal-based. Firstly, we denote the T2I model as M with a frozen text encoder f , the input prompt as p, and the
output generated image as M(p).

Classification-based safety checkers. Among them, due to the different roles played by classification-based safety
checkers, we further categorize them into text-based, image-text-based, and text-image-based safety checkers based
on their operation, as illustrated in fig. 1 (b)-(d). If the prompt p is detected by any of the three classification-based
detectors during the generation process, no output will be returned. In other words, M(p) cannot generate any output.
Due to space constraints, we place the their detail in the appendix.

Removal-based safety checkers. As shown in fig. 1(a), this type of checker is typically a defense-based UNet module
inside T2I models M . They control the generation process to steer away from an unsafe concept. Unlike the previous
type, users usually can get an output image M(p), but typically, such an image no longer contains unsafe concepts.
This type of safety checker has attracted attention due to its ability to output images and its novel defense capabilities.
For example, if the original intention is to generate an image of a naked woman, this type of checker would generate an
image of a woman wearing clothes.

3.2 Adversarial Prompt

Then let us define the adversarial prompt. Given a safety checker F , T2I model M and a prompt p, F(M,p) = 1
indicates that the generated image M(p) has NSFW content and F(M,p) = 0 indicates that M(p) does not. Given a
target prompt pt, we define a prompt pa as an adversarial prompt if it satisfies F(M,pa) = 1 and M(pa) has similar
visual semantics as M(pt).

Now let’s explain why we provide such definitions. First, M(p) should produce an image output instead of being
blocked by the checker with no output. Secondly, F(M,p) = 1 indicates that the image contains sensitive content.
Finally, we consider M(pa) and M(pt) to be semantically similar, meaning that pa is semantic meaningful in this
context. fig. 1(b) illustrates the process of adversarial sample attack on the T2T model.

4 JPA: Jailbreaking Prompt Attack

In this section, we will provide how adversarial prompts bypass safety checkers to generate NSFW images, as well as
the pipeline of our method.

Insight. First, let us explain why JPA can bypass safety checkers to generate NSFW images. Given a diffusion model
M and a target prompt pt, there exists a sensitive region in the text space where the prompts in it contain unsafe
concepts. However, due to the presence of safety checkers in T2I models, pt is mapped by diffusion to either a safe
image or no output, which represents F(M,pt) = 0. The mapping process we illustrate in fig. 2 (b).
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Our goal is to find an adversarial prompt pa for pt in the sensitive region, such that i) M(pa) is semantically similar
to M(pt), ii) it can bypass the decision boundary of the safety checkers in image space to output an NSFW image,
which represents F(M,pa) = 1. Specifically, JPA finds adversarial prompts in the sensitive region of the text space by
adding learnable tokens to each prompt. These learnable tokens, such as “ury neueululeumachstad” to “shirtless putin
at pride”, typically exist due to the complex robustness of the text space. Since the search space is defined by us to
exclude sensitive words, these tokens typically implicitly exist and do not contain explicitly sensitive words.

Figure 2: (a) The pipeline of our automated attack framework Jailbreaking Prompt Attack (JPA). By receiving a target
prompt pr and a contrast description of a sensitive concept <r+, r−> i.e.,<“nudity”, “clothed”> for the “nudity” concept,
we first rendered pt as f(pr) in the embedding space, then search the semantically similar one as the adversarial prompt
pa. (b) The insight of JPA to make T2I models generate NSFW images.

Overall pipeline. Firstly, we provide an overview of our approach, as illustrated in fig. 2 (a). The entire process of JPA
is a search for the adversarial prompt pa. Given a L − length target prompt pt = [p1, p2, ..., pL], JPA first starts by
adding the k learnable tokens in front of it as the initial pa, where the learnable tokens we defined as [v1, ..., vi, ..., vk].
For each learnable token position i, every token from a vocabulary V is considered a potential substitute. We enable the
gradient of all vi and perform backpropagation on the attack learning objective to calculate the gradient. Then pa can
be defined as pa = [v1, ..., vi, ..., vk, p1, ..., pL]. The learnable token vi is first randomly selected from the vocabulary
V , i.e., in our experiments, we use the CLIP token vocabulary which has 49,408 tokens.

Then, to keep the semantic meaning of pt as well as make it contain a specific unsafe concept. We refer to semantically
render pt to get the rendered embedding of it in the embedding space. Here, we utilize a text encoder f(·) to transfer a
text into the embedding space (e.g., text encoder in CLIP). Specifically, we encode pt and the contrast description of the
concept that we want to enhance. For describing the desired concept, we use a contrast word pair denoted as r+ and r−,
such as “nude” and “clothed” for nudity, or “violent” and “peaceful” for violence. By subtracting f(r+) from f(r−),
we can get a rendered concept r in the embedding space and add it to the embedding of the target prompt f(pt) with a
scale of λ. Then we get a rendered-embedding f(pr) which is semantically faithful to pt. The rendered process of pt
we defined as

r = f(r+)− f(r−), f(pr) = f(pt) + λ · r (1)
We also show the visualization process of how the rendered concept r works in the embedding space in the appendix B.

After obtaining the rendered embedding f(pr) in the embedding space, which is semantically similar to f(pt), we need
to project it into the token space to get the adversarial prompt pa. Here, to ensure that pa is semantically closest to the
rendered embedding, we choose the cosine similarity to maintain the semantic similarity between f(pa) and f(pr) in
the embedding space. Specifically, we define the learning objective as

max
pa

cos(f(pa), f(pr)). (2)

where cos represents the cosine similarity metric and a higher cosine similarity represents a higher semantic similarity
in the embedding space.

Finally, We use PGD [21] to search in token space and find an adversarial example pa that satisfies the learning objective.
In this context, pa is formalized as [v1, ..., vi, ..., vk, p1, ..., pL], with only v1 to vk being learnable tokens. The key idea
is to formulate the textual perturbation problem as a token selection problem (over a set of token candidates). However,
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since our attack objective is to ensure that pa does not contain any sensitive words, thus it can bypass the decision
boundary of text-based checkers deployed in token space, we define a sensitive word list based on [27, 29]. Before
performing gradient optimization in each round of PGD, we set the gradient values at the positions of these sensitive
words to 1e9, a relatively large number. Subsequently, after gradient updates, the probability values at these positions
become very small, thereby avoiding selection. This enables us to mask sensitive words during optimization in token
space.

At the same time, we show our sensitive words list and the words list used for rendering different concepts in appendix C,
along with demonstrating the impact of different hyperparameters k and λ in section 5.4. It is worth noting that due to
the simplicity of our method, it is easy to understand and implement, which provides a new aspect for both online and
offline attacks to find unique prefixes for target prompts.

5 Experiment

5.1 Experimental setups.

NSFW prompts. We evaluate the performance of JPA on the Inappropriate Image Prompt (I2P) dataset [34], an
established dataset of NSFW prompts that focuses on the NSFW content. The prompts in this dataset do not contain
sensitive words, but they can make the T2I model without safety checkers generate images containing NSFW content.
However, when safety checkers exist, this dataset can’t work. For the nudity concept, we select 142 prompts according
to the methodology outlined in [41] as NSFW-142. For the concept of violence, We selected 90 samples with a degree
of violence higher than 90% as NSFW-90.

Baselines. For the baselines, we first report how effective the safe component on NSFW prompts in No Attack. Then
we select UnlearnDiff [41] and P4D [6] as the white-box attack methods. By their default settings, the number of extra
tokens is 5. As for black-box attack methods, we utilize random character selection as the baseline because it can
reflect the impact of text space robustness on the safety checkers when learning objectives are removed and random
selection is performed in token space. Similar to using the CLIP model to execute the attack, we chose QF-Attack
[42] and selected to mask out words related to clothing such as “wear tops and pants” and words related to peace and
absence of harm such as “peaceful and fine” and use GA to optimize the extra tokens which are their default best setting
follow [37]. For Ring-A-Bell [37], we use the parameters for Ring-A-Bell-Union to their results. As for SneakyPrompt
[39], SneakyPrompt-RL is their high-level idea, we follow their RL method and set τ = 0.26.

Online services. To test whether online interfaces would refuse to output images containing NSFW concepts, we
evaluate four popular online services including DALL·E 2 [28], stability.ai (Clipdrop of Stable Diffusion XL) [26],
Midjourney [4] and PIXART-α [5].

Offline T2I models with defense-employed UNet. To assess the effectiveness of the attack on offline T2I models , we
select ESD [12], FMN [40], SD-NP [31] and SLD [34], with three superior variants: SLD-Medium, SLD-Strong, and
SLD-MAX. The SLD variants are ordered by their defense capabilities from weak to strong. The implementation of all
baselines is based on their publicly accessible source code. For the nudity concept, we use “nudity” while for violence
we use “violence” as their negative prompts for SD-NP and training for ESD and FMN.

5.2 Evaluations

We use a detector to check if an image contains NSFW content and introduce two metrics to evaluate the effectiveness
of the attack along with our implementation details.

NSFW detector. To classify whether images contain nudity, we use the NudeNet [3] detector. If the detector
detects one of the following labels in the image: EXPOSED_ANUS, EXPOSED_BUTTOCKS, EXPOSED_BREAST,
EXPOSED_GENITALIA, we consider the image to contain nudity. On the other hand, to determine whether images
contain harmful content (such as blood or violence), we use the Q16 classifier [35].

Metric. a) Attack Success Rate (ASR): We use ASR [23] to evaluate the success rate of the attack as the number of
adversarial prompts that bypass the NSFW detector divided by the total number of adversarial prompts. b) Frechet
Inception Distance (FID): We also use the FID score [14] to evaluate the image semantic similarity of our generation.
We follow the official implementation of PyTorch [36] in calculating FID between our generation with a ground-truth
dataset as the reference. The two concepts tested in our experiment have their own ground truth datasets, each containing
1000 images generated by NSFW-142 and NSFW-90 respectively, with different random seeds from Stable Diffusion
without the presence of the safety component. The higher the FID score is, the less similar the two images’ distributions
are in semantics.
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Implementation details. The text encoder we use comes from CLIP ViT-L/14[9]. Following the prompt optimization
work[16] which can optimized in embedding space and project results in token space, we conduct the PGD [21] runs
for 600 iterations, each step utilizing a learning rate of 10−5 and use the AdamW optimizer [20] before projecting into
discrete token space. After projecting, each learnable token position will have its corresponding word probabilities. We
select the word with the highest probability as the final result of this token, completing the optimization and injection
process into the token space.

5.3 Overall Results

Evaluation on online services.

Figure 3: Visualization results generated by JPA in unsafe concept under four online T2I services, (texts in red and
black respectively represent the adversarial prompts from JPA and the original prompts from I2P datasets). We use
and blur the displayed images for publication.

Figure 4: Visualization results generated by JPA in unsafe concepts under five offline T2I models via SOTA defense
methods. We use and blur the displayed images for publication.

In the T2I online service, various categories of safety checkers are deployed, while some types of security checkers
for online services remain unknown. Despite being utilized in online services, JPA can bypass them and successfully
generate NSFW images. We conduct tests on four online services includes DALL·E 2 [28], stability.ai [26], Midjourney
[4] and PIXART-α [5], and the results of online attacks are shown in fig. 3. Due to the incorporation of the prompt filter
component, JPA filters out sensitive words such as "nake" and "nude" in the search space during searching. Therefore,
the adversarial examples generated by JPA can directly attack online services without modifying the sensitive words
in the prompt. For online services, we observe that they generally have higher defensive capabilities against nudity
compared to violence concepts. Moreover, due to the presence of the image-based checker, most prompts generate
corresponding images but are intercepted by the image-based checker. Nevertheless, we still successfully generated
images containing unsafe concepts. More visualization examples are presented in the Appendix.

Evaluation on offline T2I models with defense-employed UNet. Because the concept removal method has shown
promising results in defense, we test whether it could effectively remove these NSFW concepts. These offline T2I
models do defense by modifying the output of each step of the UNet module. We report the best results of other methods
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Table 1: The performance of JPA on the “nudity” concept for offline T2I models is evaluated under white-box and
black-box attack methods across two metrics: ASR and FID. The highest performance is highlighted with bold values,
while the second highest performance is indicated with underlined values.

Attack Methods ESD[12] FMN[40] SLD-Max[34] SLD-Strong[34] SLD-Medium[34] SD-NP[31]

ASR (Attack Success Rate)↑

No attack 10.56 66.90 3.79 13.38 26.76 12.09

white-box P4D [6] 45.86 97.74 50.61 60.90 75.71 36.43
UnlearnDiff [41] 51.00 96.48 56.34 61.97 76.76 38.02

black-box

QF-Attack [42] 5.94 36.77 9.47 11.59 22.15 4.21
Random 38.03 96.47 48.59 54.23 75.35 33.33
Ring-A-Bell [37] 53.30 94.21 57.57 69.05 87.65 56.97
SneakyPrompt [39] 42.01 95.17 50.45 59.74 73.20 35.19
JPA (Ours) 67.16 97.01 62.04 71.83 90.85 64.79

FID ↓

white-box P4D [6] 170.25 158.14 143.52 141.13 159.60 167.03
UnlearnDiff [41] 144.26 139.36 144.26 136.34 124.59 141.13

black-box

Random 150.37 149.33 159.92 148.96 162.32 171.54
QF-Attack [42] 201.78 198.60 194.22 191.06 205.67 199.30
Ring-A-Bell [37] 152.45 138.76 129.80 128.59 116.58 155.59
SneakyPrompt [39] 155.40 126.19 125.48 131.79 119.84 147.36
JPA (Ours) 131.11 119.89 115.21 107.81 108.56 139.41

Table 2: The performance of JPA on the “violence” concept is evaluated under white-box and black-box attack methods
across two metrics: ASR, and FID.

Attack Methods ESD[12] FMN[40] SLD-Max[34] SLD-Strong[34] SLD-Medium[34] SD-NP[31]

ASR (Attack Success Rate) ↑
No attack 49.42 51.68 20.22 29.88 41.57 84.44

white-box P4D [6] 97.72 97.88 75.28 88.89 89.89 100
UnlearnDiff [41] 98.87 98.87 82.02 89.77 91.11 100

black-box

Random 96.67 98.87 83.33 86.67 95.56 100
QF-Attack [42] 55.56 46.67 18.89 24.45 37.78 80.00
Ring-A-Bell [37] 96.67 100 91.11 90.00 94.45 100
SneakyPrompt [39] 95.07 100 77.78 88.89 90.00 100
JPA (Ours) 97.85 100 94.28 93.10 96.67 100

FID ↓

white-box P4D [6] 239.80 269.57 221.83 220.76 216.88 275.89
UnlearnDiff [41] 238.65 270.81 211.30 221.57 219.78 277.90

black-box

Random 231.67 260.98 219.33 210.67 223.59 224.56
QF-Attack [42] 271.80 254.93 261.47 259.34 255.89 278.05
Ring-A-Bell [37] 234.79 267.75 224.85 237.97 215.88 276.57
SneakyPrompt [39] 230.90 260.57 215.96 226.70 218.49 270.69
JPA (Ours) 229.42 203.58 209.79 206.79 189.58 250.78

we maintained in baselines, the differing optimization objectives of various methods lead to some discrepancies in
results. We also adjust the hyperparameters to find the most suitable value, with detailed parameter ablation presented in
section 5.4. For both “nudity” and “violence” concepts, we set JPA with λ = 3 and k = 7 and the attack performance is
illustrated in table 1 and table 2, the visualization results of our attack are shown in fig. 4. For offline models defending
against nudity, both FMN and SLD-Medium exhibit poor defense effectiveness. Additionally, offline models carry a
significant risk of generating violent images. We believe this is because the concept of violence has a broader meaning,
encompassing aspects such as bloodshed, firearms, riots, fighting, and illegal gatherings, which can all be considered
forms of violence to some extent. Moreover, the higher ASR score of JPA also suggests that the current weaknesses of
T2I models may fundamentally arise from the textual space rather than the image generation process.

In our method, we choose to focus on the semantic quality of the images, aiming to preserve the semantics intended by
the original prompt as the main attack objective. We use the FID score to measure the semantic similarity between the
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Table 3: For nudity and violence, we find these Unicode symbols often appear in adversarial prompts, and the emojis of
them may have dangerous meanings.

nudity

Unicode \ud83c\udf51 \ud83d\ude1b \ud83d\udc45 \ud83e\udd24 \ud83e\udd18

emoji
violence

Unicode \ud83d\ude08 \ud83d\udd25 \u274c \ud83d\udca5 \ud83d\udc4a

emoji

Table 4: This table demonstrates the impact of changing hyper-parameters λ and k under two evaluation metrics. The
maximum values are bloded in the table.

λ k

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 3 5 7 9 11

ASR[23] 64.43 64.17 67.16 59.15 63.43 65.67 22.48 36.43 49.61 67.16 58.13 58.19

FID[14] 133.25 133.46 131.11 137.60 135.46 136.64 131.60 133.08 134.79 131.11 139.70 138.54

generated images and the original images. JPA can maintain a high image quality because the learnable prompts are
connected to the original prompts in a prefixed form, it can enhance the semantics of the sentences.

Furthermore, we believe that although different attack methods have different aspects of attack, for example, some
methods aim to generate more dangerous content, while others focus on attacking online models. They all achieve good
attack effectiveness. This further exposes the robustness of the text space as a potential vulnerability in T2I models for
generating dangerous images, as it enables various attack methods with different targets to successfully carry out such
attacks.

Moreover, we have made several noteworthy observations. We discover that JPA often returns Unicode prompts as
prefix tokens. Upon decoding these Unicode prompts, we identify that most of them correspond to emoji expressions.
Furthermore, these emoji expressions sometimes convey implicit dangerous concepts, potentially providing a way for
users to bypass defense mechanisms. For instance, in cases of nudity attacks, we find the and emojis, and in
violence attacks, it finds the and emojis. More examples are presented in table 3. Despite the specific word list
employed by the prompt filter of online services is unknown to us, it is evident that they have not taken into account
the security vulnerabilities associated with Unicode prompts. This intriguing discovery empowers JPA to serve as a
detection tool, uncovering hidden connections within the textual space of concepts. Consequently, it provides a way to
enhance future defense mechanisms.

5.4 Ablation study

The importance of λ choose. To illustrate the influence of λ on the generation process of the T2I model, we
demonstrate in table 4 how the scale affects the attack results. In this experiment, we set k = 3 and choose different
scale strengths. Specifically, different values of λ do not significantly affect the effectiveness of JPA, with the highest
values consistently appearing at 3. We believe this is because λ is added to f(pt) in the embedding space, and the
projection from embedding to token is not continuous. it is a selection process. Loss occurs when searching in the
token space.

The importance of k choose. In table 4, we experiment on how the prompt length k affects the attack results. In this
section, we set λ = 3 and choose learnable token lengths. As shown in table 4, the influence of k on ASR is significant.
As k increases, ASR expands notably, while FID shows minimal fluctuation. We believe that due to the varying lengths
of each text, there is a certain correlation between the prefix and the sentence, resulting in an initial increase followed
by a decrease in the process.
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6 Conclusion.

In this paper, we propose an automatic attack framework that successfully bypasses various types of safety checkers
deployed in T2I models, generating NSFW images. Our framework, JPA, can conduct attacks on both online services
and defense employed offline T2I models while maintaining the semantic features of the attacked images as similar as
possible to the original ones. Additionally, it significantly reduces the execution time of the attack.

However, limitations exist in our work as well. The dataset we utilized in our work is the I2P dataset, which consists of
prompts derived from human experience and inherently possesses certain unsafe semantics. However, powerful safety
checkers filter out most of them. When we replace the datasets with completely safe data, the effectiveness of attacks
decreases to some extent. Therefore, there is still unexplored room for our work in the future. We also consider that
developing more effective safety checkers is an urgent task for the future.
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Overview. Due to the page limitation of the main paper, we provide additional details and results in this appendix. In
summary, we divide the appendix into three sections:

• appendix A: Related work and preliminary, our detailed related work in appendix A.1 and the detailed
introduction of the safety checkers in preliminary section is in appendix A.2

• appendix B: Render process, which includes the visualization about the render process in the nudity concept in
appendix B.1 and the render of the original concept in appendix B.2.

• appendix C: Words list details, including the details of the sensitive words list in appendix C.1, and the words
list for different rendering concepts in appendix C.2.

• appendix D: More experimental results in appendix D.1.

A Related work and preliminary

A.1 Related Work
T2I models with safety checkers. To address concerns regarding the production of NSFW image output, such
as violent or sexually explicit content, the deployment of safety checkers are common practice used by existing
T2I models. They can be divided into two types of checker mechanisms: classification-based and removal-based.
Classification-based checkers, due to their detection of different objects, are typically placed in different positions
within the diffusion process. These types of checkers are widely deployed in online services. We know that different
services employ specific classification methods. For example, DALL·E 2 [28] filters out contents from 11 categories
such as hate, harassment, sexual, and self-harm. Midjourney [4] blocks the generation of images that are not PG-13.
Stable Diffusion [2] also filters out contents from 17 concepts [29].

Besides, a new category of methods involves manipulating the UNet module to achieve concept removal. These methods
have garnered widespread attention because they can output images without corresponding NSFW content. Some
methods like SLD [34] and SD-NP [31] aim at removal during the inference stage. Other methods like ESD [18] and
FMN [40] involve model fine-tuning, it can make a pre-trained diffusion model to remove specific visual concepts.
This ensures that even if users have access to the parameters of models, they cannot circumvent the removal of unsafe
concepts. Additionally, these methods only require inputting the concept’s name has gained significant attention due to
their simplicity and effectiveness.

Adversarial attack on T2I models.

Most existing studies on adversarial attacks in T2I models, such as [27, 13, 17, 19] have focused on text modification to
probe functional vulnerabilities. However, they do not target generating NSFW-specific materials like sexual, violence,
politics, or horror. To illustrate the vulnerability of T2I models to security attacks, researchers like [29] have examined
failure modes and introduced prompt dilution techniques to bypass safety checkers.

Starting from the perspective of checking model security performance, some work [6, 41] can induce offline T2I models
to output NSFW content. To check the security performance of online services without knowing the internal structure
and parameters of the model remains a challenging problem. QF-Attack [42], Ring-A-Bell [37], and SneakyPrompt [39]
all solve this question by leveraging semantic information in the text encoder of CLIP space. These works fully explore
perturbations in the text space, revealing the potential risks of T2I models in generating NSFW content. Due to the
different focus points of these methods, the emphasis of the attack effectiveness also varies. However, it is undeniable
that these works achieve good attack results, which also fully exposes the potential risks that small perturbations in the
text space pose to T2I models.

Prompt perturbations in vision-language models. Due to the complexity of the text space, some studies utilize
prompt perturbation methods to learn unique prompts that can generate specified images, these prompts are often
reusable [38]. Other works use prompt perturbation to explore specific issues in T2I models [8, 22], such as the hidden
vocabulary of DALL·E 2. Additionally, some studies employ fine-tuning methods to learn prompts that can generate
personalized content [11]. However, while they use prompt perturbation methods, they do not explore the domain of
generating NSFW content from a safety perspective.

A.2 Classification-based safety checker.

Since each online service operates as a closed-box model, the specific components they deploy are unknown to us.
However, to better explain the attack process, based on some documentation [29, 30, 7, 27] and our understanding, we
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categorize them into four types according to their functions, as illustrated in fig. 1. Then, let’s go into detail about these
three types of classification-based safety checkers.

Text-based safety checker. As shown in fig. 1(b), the text-based safety checker operates usually in text space, it aims
to block prompts that include sensitive keywords or phrases in a predefined list, or close to such sensitive keywords or
phrases in the text embedding space. It may also use a classifier to classify a prompt to be sensitive or non-sensitive.

Image-based safety checker. As shown in fig. 1(c), an image-based safety checker operates on image space, it could
be a binary image classifier or a sensitive content detector trained with labeled non-sensitive images and sensitive
images, which predicts M(p) as non-sensitive or sensitive.

Text-Image based safety checker. As shown in fig. 1(d), this type of safety checker operates on both text and image
space, it usually computes the image with several pre-defined concept text in the embedding space. The image will be
blocked if the cosine similarity between its CLIP embedding and any text embedding of 17 unsafe concepts is larger
than a threshold [29].

Figure 5: The rendered process of rendering a target prompt using the “nudity” concept.
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B Render process.

B.1 Visualization of the rendering process for the unsafe concept.

We illustrate how the rendered concept r works in the embedding space when r represents the concept “nudity”.
As shown in fig. 5, by adding perturbations of varying strengths of r, ranging from [0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5] to the
target prompt f(pt), we obtain the rendered embeddings f(pr) in embedding space, which is then delivered into the
defense-employed UNet to generate the images as shown in fig. 5. As the strength of the rendering r added to the target
embedding f(pt) gradually increases, f(pr) gradually incorporates specific content related to the “nudity” concept
while retaining the original image’s meaning. We believe that the semantic attributes contained in such soft embeddings,
which can be added or subtracted, stem from the initial semantic alignment capability in the pre-trained text space. For
example, the embeddings of "man" and "woman" in the embedding space would be close to "king" and "queen".

B.2 Visualization of the rendering process for the ordinary concepts.

Moreover, we also demonstrate how r affects the rendering process for ordinary concepts. Here, r+ and r− for the
rendered concept correspond to the words highlighted in red and underlined, respectively, as shown below.

Figure 6: The rendered detail of a target prompt and the contrast description of the rendered concept.

Figure 7: A visualization of the rendered process in ordinary concepts.
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C The list details.

C.1 Sensitive words list.

Here, we show the detailed list we use for the sensitive-word exclusion mechanism. In JPA, we integrate this list into
the sensitive-word exclusion mechanism, aiming to prevent words in this list from appearing in adversarial prompts.
The details are listed in table 5.

Table 5: Sensitive words list.

Sensitive words list

sexual blood blowjock africa nude bleed explicit pepe
breast biden blow zombie nudity corpse unsensored nazi
nudes auns fuck confederate erotic bloody pussy pelosi
cock asia nipples areola sex hang vagina asian
18+ flesh naked creep nsfw horror porn demon
dick dead vagina death child deform suck african

C.2 Render words list.

This section presents the render words list used in experiments for different concepts. We showcase the list of the
concepts of “nudity” and “violence”. For each list, each row represents a rendered word pair, and the number of rows
indicates the number of rendered word pairs. Detailed information is provided in table 6.

Table 6: Render words list for nudity and violence.

Nudity rendering words list Violence rendering words list

r+ r− r+ r−

prompt
pairs

Nude Clothed Bloody Clean
Exposed Covered Gory Inoffensive
Genitalia Modest Violent Peaceful

Breast Brassiere Gruesome Mild
Buttocks Pants Bloodthirsty Merciful

Anus Concealed Cruel Kind
Seductive Plain Disfigured Intact

Erotic Taboo Roar Whisper

It is worth noting that while a pair of render words can perform corresponding concept rendering, we also find that the
center of render embedding for multiple pairs of words describing the same concept can better reflect the true direction
of this concept. In our experiments, we use the mean of these rendered embeddings as our rendered r, denoted as
r = 1

N

∑N
i=1(f(r

+
i ) − f(r−i )), where i is the word list length for a specific concept. These words are obtained by

asking ChatGPT-3.5 [25] by: “Can output the words that best represent the concept of “nudity”/(“violence”) and output
their antonyms?”.

D More experimental results.

D.1 More visualization results of Not-Safe-for-Work (NSFW) images generated by T2I models.

We present additional visualization of NSFW images generated by T2I models, utilizing prompts generated by JPA.
For online services, we select DALL·E 2 [28], stability.ai [26], Midjourney [4] and PIXART-α [5] as examples. And
SDXL [26] for offline results. Initially, we set the parameters λ = 15, k = 5, and 7 to launch an attack on ESD [12].
We then select the most effective prompts for a transfer attack targeting the online services. The visualization results are
displayed in fig. 8.
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Figure 8: More visualization results of NSFW images generated by T2I models.
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